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FROM THE CHAPLAIN

THE QUONDAM EDITOR

Nostos, or the return home

The Quondam on Elections

MARK SIMPSON

MICHAEL ROYSTER
By the time most of you read this,
two elections of interest to most
Cariocas will have occurred. Rio
de Janeiro is having the run-off
election for Mayor, between two
Marcelos. The USA will have its
run-off election for President,
between Donald and Hillary.
These elections, sadly, have much
in common.
For one thing, the number of voters
who wish there was someone else
they could vote for is huge. Brazil’s
electronic system doesn’t permit
write-in ballots—voters must
choose between one of the two candidates. What the Brazilian
system does permit is (a) not voting; (b) leaving your vote blank; or
(c) voiding your vote. As this is written, less than a week before the
upcoming election, there are estimates that 40% of eligible voters
will choose one of these alternatives.
In the US, there are at least two other candidates, one from the far
right and one from the far left, but neither is attractive to any but
a small segment of the voting population. The American system
does permit write-in votes, but most voters don’t really have
someone they can write in. Bernie Sanders may get some votes,
but he’s supporting Hillary. Ted Cruz may get some votes, but he’s
supporting the Donald. Many can simply choose not to vote at
all—in fact, it is normal in US presidential elections for fewer than
60% of registered voters to vote.
The other thing both elections have in common is that, no
matter who is elected, the winners will almost surely not have
any legislative support during their term of office. In Rio, neither
candidate has more than a few city councilmembers (“vereadores”)
from his own party, so he will have to make deals with the other

parties, which won’t be easy. In
the USA, it seems likely that the
Senate will be Democratic but the
House remain Republican. That
spells four years of inaction.
How did this happen? There were
a dozen Republican candidates
for President, yet Donald Trump,
with no support from the party
mainstream, was selected by
Republican voters. Hillary faced a
fierce primary battle with Bernie
Sanders, an outsider. There were
eight candidates for Mayor, but
the two who won were from
splinter parties, not mainstream parties. In short, a very large
portion of the electorate in Rio, and in the USA, seems to have
tired of the status quo.
Does this forebode well for Rio and the USA? No one knows, but
the Quondam is a little worried about the long-term future of both
places.
But enough moroseness, for the short-term news is filled with
cheer! Naturally, this issue is filled with good news of things to
come in November and December. The end of the year means
summer, and most community organisations will be having their
annual events. Look through our 4 Corners section and select
those you most want to attend, then make a booking. You can’t go
wrong this time of year.
Postscript. As this issue was going to press, we learned of the death
of the Umbrella’s former editor Jack Woodall, in London where
he had been undergoing medical treatment. We will have a full
remembrance next month for this long-term pillar of the British
Community.

Jess and I are off to Costa Rica and Panama for a couple of weeks: semi-licit board
meetings to attend. Only joking, just a bit
of holiday, road-tripping (our favourite).
And a conference with fellow pastors in the
middle.
Back in April we were approached by the
International Baptist Convention, who
let us know they were conducting a feasibility study about the possibility of starting an English-speaking church in Rio.
It was remarkably friendly of them to get
in touch, and the delegation came from
Germany, Argentina, Costa Rica, Texas
and São Paulo to find out what we were
up to at Christ Church and whether there
might be scope for another similar church. (I understand there used to be one in
Leblon some years ago.)
We realised how much we had in common, and they suggested we join them for
their annual conference, which is happening outside of Europe for the first time.
There’s something unique about pastoral
work among expatriates and immigrants:
particular challenges that are faced,
through cross-cultural adaptations and

so on. But there are also special opportunities for friendships to develop and for
exploring new ideas—even new spiritual
experiences.
Through till Christmas, our Sunday services are focussing on a letter by Simon Peter to the early Christian exiles scattered
throughout the provinces of Asia Minor.
And their experiences are remarkably relevant: sticking out, doing life differently,
holding onto a longing, a saudade, the hope
of nostos.

The only thing is, heaven was their true
home. The king to whom they were subject
was (and still is) a resurrected Messiah. Civil society was, in a real sense, foreign to
them.
We’ve just started Alpha again. One of the
things that struck us at the end of the last
Alpha was how many people used the word
“lost” to describe life only a few months
before. When we come to Christ, we come
home.
Rev. Mark Simpson

Disclaimer: The editors of The Umbrella accept no responsibility for claims made either in the ads or the classifieds,
and the opinions expressed in the articles published are those of the writers, and not of The Umbrella.

FEELING LEFT OUT?

YOU’RE WELCOME!
WELL, JUMP RIGHT IN!
Join the BCS and you won’t miss a thing.
Culture, sports, music, entertainment of every stripe, opportunities
for giving of yourself to worthwhile causes, and, above all, the
companionship and support of like-minded folk. Joining
the BCS is easy, a one-stop process, with multiple rewards.
Go to our website and you’re nearly done. Or, if you prefer,
contact our office, 2537-6695, and we’ll talk you through it.
You don’t know what you’re missing. Nor do we,
until we know you a little better. You’re so very welcome.
British and Commonwealth Society
Rua Real Grandeza, 99. Botafogo. Tel.: 2537-6695.
Email: bcsrio@bcs.org.br Website: www.bcsrio.org.br
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WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)

and more...

BRITISH &
COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY (BCS)
It’s back....A Very Traditional British
Christmas Lunch and Show
For the third year, the BCS is most
fortunate to once again have the
impeccable skills of executive French
Chef Joel Guerin preparing our
magnificent Very Traditional British
Christmas Lunch, starting with
smoked salmon canapés and followed
by a sumptuous roast turkey, mouthwatering stuffing, a rich tasty gravy,
delicious bread sauce, home-made
cranberry sauce, oven-roasted potatoes,
select mixed vegetables, “pigs-inblankets.” And for dessert, a traditional
English Christmas pudding with classic
brandy butter sauce!
Don’t miss this memorable occasion.
Mark your calendars for Saturday
December 10 at 1pm (and look out for
a Show to remember!)
Anna Whyte

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
Saturday 3rd December, commencing
2 pm
Jubilee Hall, Christ Church,
Rua Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo
Parking space will be available in the
grounds.

BCS WELFARE continues to try to
give care and help to those in Rio who
are in any kind of need, but we often
need to be informed of those in such
a situation. So keep a friendly eye on
your British neighbour who may be
too shy to ask for assistance.
Sometimes it is just a need for
information, where to go for specific
items or help, which is sometimes
already available through the Brazilian
system for “estrangeiros” working or
residing here in Rio.
Somebody who has a temporary
problem through accident or illness,
and just needs to get back on their
feet again. We are ready to listen and
give assistance whenever possible; but
perhaps where the greatest need area
arises is in our ageing population! We
are living longer now!
We no longer have the Niteroi Rest
Home in bricks and mortar with its
excellent nursing home and kindly
care available, but we do have a
comprehensive list of alternative
Rest Homes where elderly folk can
enjoy their golden years in comfort.
Also for those who prefer to live in
their own home with family and/
or a carer to see to their needs and
comfort, help can be arranged,
partly financial if needed, to make
this possible.
BCS Welfare, with the aid of our
professional Health Visitor, is happy to
look into the case, confidentially, and
see how best the need can be met. So
do not hesitate to get in touch with us,
through Monica at the BCS office or any
member of the Welfare committee or
myself, Noreen Smith: (21)2447-3297
or 99218-0481 or e-mail: ronosmith@
gmail.com
Noreen Smith
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White Elephant Stall: This will be our
last opportunity to appeal for donations
for the White Elephant Stall. By the time
you receive this edition in November,
there will only be a few weeks left
before the event takes place. We would
be very grateful therefore if you could
please take another quick look around
the house for any items you no longer
need. On the White Elephant Stall we
like to offer items that are almost new
and in good condition that can be sold
as Christmas gifts or for personal use.
Household items including ornaments,
children’s toys, games, jigsaw puzzles
etc. will all be welcome. It would be
appreciated if you could check that any
electrical appliances you send are in
working order.
Deliveries can be made any day during
the week to Karen, secretary, Christ
Church, telephone 2226-7332 or
to Monica, BCS assistant secretary,
telephone 2537-6695 between 8.30am
and 4.30 pm. Please remember that
between 2 pm and 3.30 pm when
classes end and children are leaving,
cars are not allowed into the grounds.
There will be other attractions at the
Bazaar, such as:
Handicraft Stall: The talented ladies
of the WDA produce the majority of
the items displayed on this stall. They
are currently very busy embroidering a
varied selection of articles such as hand
towels, tea towels, etc. that make very
nice Christmas gifts.

of the members of the Executive
Committee, and will elect directors
for the next two-year period. The
Directors will, before the end of the
year, meet to elect the Officers who will
lead us through 2017, our Centennial
Year.
HAPPY HOUR!
In the photo are Conceição Gonzaga
and Leila Grivet, members of the
kitchen team. Conceição is making
good use of a batch of very nice bottles
donated to the WDA. After painting
the bottles, she is going to decorate
them in patchwork with coloured
cloth. We are all looking forward to
seeing the final product.
Swiss Lottery: This is a lot of fun for
the family. Every number wins a prize
and depending on your luck, it could
be a very good one!

& Butter Pickle. All the ingredients
are natural and come from English
recipes.
Snack Bar: Homemade refreshments,
beer and soft drinks will be available at
the snack bar.
The WDA ladies work voluntarily all
the year round to make this annual
event as successful as possible. At
the end of the year, all the profit goes
to charity; in 2015 donations were
made to a medical clinic for the needy
(Ambulatório Praia do Pinto), to
an orphanage (Santa Rita de Cássia
in Jacarepaguá) and to the Instituto
Pró-Criança Cardiaca, as well as to
Christ Church. We do hope that we
can count on your support and look
forward to seeing you all on the 3rd of
December.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF RIO DE JANEIRO
Christmas
Crackers:
Colourful
boxes of Christmas Crackers will be
decorating our shelves again this year.
Anyone wishing to buy them should
arrive early as they soon disappear
from the shelves.
Christmas Cakes and Puddings: The
WDA ladies make these very popular
products from traditional recipes.
Homemade mince pies will also be on
sale and for those of you who like to
make your own, jars of mincemeat will
be available. In the photo above Ducilia
Nunes is preparing the Christmas
pudding mixture.
Marmalades, Jams, Pickles and
Chutneys: The following products
will be available: Sweet and Bitter
Marmalade, Galego Lemon Marmalade, Grapefruit Marmalade,
Apricot Jam and Lemon Curd,
Mango Chutney, Indian Chutney
and Pineapple Relish, Mustard
Pickle, Branston Pickle and Bread

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL
MEETING
On Monday, October 17, the Society
held an extraordinary general meeting
at the J.W. Marriott starting at 7 pm on
second call, attended by 14 members.
The only agenda item was a proposed
amendment to the Statutes to provide
that the Officers who are elected by the
Board of Governors (President, Vice
President, Treasurer and Secretary)
should serve for two-year terms
rather than one-year terms, so as to
cut down on the annual bureaucracy.
The Amendment was unanimously
approved, and the minutes filed at the
RCPJ.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the
Society will be held on Thursday,
November 24th, at 6.30 pm, immediately
prior to our Thanksgiving Day feast at
the J.W. Marriott (see below). At that
meeting, we will receive the reports

Tuesday, November 1, from 6 to 9pm
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We have confirmed the location will be
the well-known Leblon watering hole
Chico & Alaide on Rua Dias Ferreira
and close to the brand new Linha 4
metrô station at Praça Antero Quental.
We thought about a Halloween theme,
but October 31st falls on a Monday.
Tuesday night is clearly better for a
Happy Hour, because Wednesday,
November 2nd is a national holiday,
so we can all stay out late. NO
RESERVATIONS NEEDED, just show
up and be happy—and take advantage
of the opportunity to reserve your
place at our upcoming very special
Thanksgiving Dinner (see below)
USA ELECTION WATCH!
Tuesday, November 8, starting 9
pm at the J.W. Marriott Hotel in
Copacabana.
The American Society has teamed up
with the US Consulate to promote
a premier viewing event, free of
charge, but by invitation only. Our
Society had only a limited number of
invitations available, as the Consulate
has its own guest list and space is
limited. The Consulate has already sent
out invitations to those of our paid-up
members who signed up.
MEMBERSHIP!
The Society has long had a policy of
offering paid up members advantages
to non-members. Membership is
annual, and the fees have been frozen
for some time—basically, R$150 for
a couple and R$75 for an individual,
with discounts for senior citizens.
Joining is easy. Several people joined
when they came to the Extraordinary
General Meeting.
You can join
when you come to the Happy Hour
on Tuesday, November 1st! You can
join by sending an email to: contact@
americansocietyrio.org, when you will
receive instructions as to how to pay—
5
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by bank deposit, bank transfer, boleto,
whatever—we’re easy.
If you join starting this month 2016,
you will not only get a significant
discount for our Thanksgiving Day
extravanza, but also, your membership
will last all through year 2017, which
happens to be the 100th birthday of The
American Society of Rio de Janeiro. So,
if you’ve just been thinking about it but
haven’t done anything about it, just get
in touch with us.
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SAINT ANDREW SOCIETY
(SAS)
2016 Quaich Golf Weekend, 01 and
02 October

corners

and more...

James Miller, Jason Kovarik and
Peter Bodman-Morris

Thanksgiving Day Dinner!

Philip Healey and TGC club member Dr. Rômulo,
winner of the Taça Aberdeen

Aldair Facundo with the Niteroi Pipe Band

James Miller

Thursday, November 24th, .......
starting 7.30 pm ................................
JW MARRIOTT HOTEL ................
Av. Atlantica 2600 – Copacabana
Back by popular demand after prior
years’ hugely successful (unless you
were a turkey) dinner at the J.W.
Marriott, the American Society
will once again celebrate America’s
biggest Holiday Weekend. We’ll
have more information as time
goes on, but you can be sure there
will be traditional food equal to any
back in the USA, plus a raffle with
great prizes, funds to be donated
to charity, and last but not least, a
fantastic opportunity to meet other
members and visitors!
You will need to RSVP so we can
calculate how many people we will
have to feed. Just let us know at
events.amsoc@gmail.com and we’ll
send you payment instructions. The
price for members will be R$130
per person, non-members R$180.
We know it’s a family occasion, so
all children up to age 5 are free, and
those between 6 and 12 are only
R$65. If you join AmSoc before
the dinner, you’re entitled to the
members’ discount for this event and
all the others during our Centennial
Year.
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Jimmy Frew, Philip Healey and Steve Rimmer

This year`s Quaich Golf Competition
at Teresópolis Golf Club was attended
by forty golfers, and a record one
hundred guests turned out for the prize
giving, buffet and Ceilidh night in the
clubhouse.
For eleven decades since 1928, the
annual Quaich golf competition
was restricted to St Andrew Society
members. Numbers began to decline
from the turn of the 21st century, until
we began to include members of the
Macaé Oilmen`s Golf Association
(MOGA), followed by members of
the BCS. Since then its popularity has
steadily increased, thanks to generous
sponsorship from MOGA and IRM
Marine Services. In addition to the Iain
MacPhail ceilidh band from Scotland,
this year we were able to bring a
contingent of young lads of the Brazil
Piper Pipe Band from São Gonçalo.
There is no more fitting setting around
these parts than the Old Teresópolis
Golf Course to listen to the stirring
strains of a pipe band echoing across
the mountain peaks of the Serra.
That was a dream come true, thanks

Lots of fun for all ages

to many years of dedication by Pipe
Major Cristiano Bicudo, assisted now
by Pipe Major J. Paulo (retired) of the
Fuzileiros Navais Pipe Band.
The Quaich trophy was won by Jason
Kovarik of MOGA, whose name
will be engraved for posterity on the
plinth with all the other winners since
1928. Longest drives went to Fiona
Brown of SAS and Mr Moon of TGC.
Nearest the pin went to Bruce Howe.
Surprisingly, the wooden spoon went
to Steve Rimmer, a previous Quaich
winner! Perhaps, being English, he
was a bit distracted by the bagpipes!
Nevertheless, it didn`t prevent him
from excelling at “Strip the Willow!”
The Quaich cup was filled with whisky
and passed round the guests by the
winner to work up enthusiasm for
the ceilidh dances and this year it was
joined by the Aberdeen cup, donated
by the St Andrew Society to TGC.
Many thanks to IRM Services, TGC
and SAS Golf Captain, Philip Healey.
2016 Caledonian Ceilidh
This year`s “Caledonian Ceilidh” in the
Jubilee Hall, British School, Botafogo,
was held on Saturday October 8th.
From the Grand March entrance at
8.00pm, led by Pipe Major J.Paulo,
the floor was never empty. A hundred

the year at the Tuesday night dance
practices. Audrey was presented with
a gift from the regular Tuesday night
dancers for her patience and dedication
to the cause.
2016 MOGA x SAS annual golf match
November 26th

Ana Lucia Campbell and others dancing with members of the Niteroi Pipe Band

guests joined in the ceilidh dancing
to the music provided by the Iain
MacPhail Ceilidh Band, and expertly
organized by Luiz Bade and Audrey
Hieatt.
During a break to allow the dancers
to catch their breath, a contingent of
the Brazil Piper Pipe Band thrilled
the guests with a stunning display
of traditional Scottish and Brazilian
pipe tunes. Not only that, they joined
in the dancing as well and caught the
eye of more than one young lady in
the hall. Speaking of contingents,
we also had sixteen members of the
Kemp clan over from Niteroi! The
ceilidh dancing ended on a high note,
with Auld Lang Syne, followed by
Serginhos hot disco, not for the faint
hearted.

Many thanks to barmen, Paddy Fla,
Keith Rowland and Danilo, Ana and
company in the kitchen, head chef
Margaret Frew for the Angus beef stew
and Susan Reid and Nicky McAra on
the door. Thanks to Monica and the
BCS for organization and use of the
well-loved Jubilee Hall.
Weekly Country Dance Sessions
The Tuesday weekly country dance
sessions during May to October with
Audrey Hieatt at the Paissandú Club,
Leblon, came to a close on Tuesday
October 4th with the usual ceilidh,
music provided by the Iain MacPhail
Ceilidh Band. In addition to a display
by the pipes and drums of the Brazil
Piper Pipe Band, the boys showed off
their dancing skills learned during

This year is the turn of the Macaé
Oilmen´s Golf Association to host the
annual MOGA x SAS golf match at the
Búzios Golf Club. Last year it was hosted
and won by SAS at Teresópolis Golf
Club. The Pete Campsie Caledonian
Cup is usually won by whoever hosts
the match and MOGA members are
desperate to claim it this year. It´s a
light hearted affair at Búzios, with an
open bar, sandwiches and barbecue
for golfers and their families. There are
prizes galore for the golfers. After the
golf, we all meet up in a restaurant in
the centre of Búzios.
If you´re fit enough to play a round of
golf and can prove you have Scottish
blood (if you´re any good at all at
golf, we can supply you with a drop)
contact SAS golf captain Philip Healey
at healeyphil@gmail.com or 21 98164
6464 after hours.
The St. Andrew Society is ever
grateful for the support of the British
7
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Commonwealth Society, the Macae
Oilmen´s Golf Association, IRM
Services, the Paissandu Club, Johnnie
Walker, the Iain MacPhail Ceilidh
Band and the Brazil Piper Pipe Band.
Check out the St Andrew Society
Facebook page and the new SAS page
on the BCS website.

GAROTA DE IPANEMA, O AMOR É BOSSA
EWA PROCTER

GAMBOA, THE BRITISH
CEMETERY
A service of remembrance and
thanksgiving at the British Cemetery,
Gamboa will be held on Wednesday
2nd November at 11am. As part of
the service we will be remembering by
name those who have passed away. The
service is open to all and if BCS
members have friends and relatives
they would like to be remembered that
day, please could they email Karen,
at our church office, before the 1st
November.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
(RBL)
Remembrance Sunday, November 13.
“What passing bells for those who die
as cattle?” Much-loved British war
poet Wilfred Owen might be surprised
to know that the passing bell for those
lost in war continues to toll, louder
than ever, and more poignantly. The
Service of Remembrance will take place
this year on Sunday, November 13, at
10:30 am at Christ Church. It is always
a moving occasion, when we bow to
remember those who gave their lives
so that we could live in peace. With
the horror of war once again taking
over the news, it is only fitting that we
should remember those engaged in
battle, wherever and whoever they may
be. We will remember them.

BRITISH CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
The Umbrella once again congratulates
the British Chamber of Commerce
on its remarkable achievement of
100 years of service to the business
community. We also join in the chorus
of approval and thundering applause
for the choice of Personality of the
Year: Judge Sergio Moro, pictured here
at the birthday party with Rio Branch
President Gustavo Brigagão and
8

THEATRE

Gustavo Brigagão, Cândida Caffé e Juiz Sérgio Moro

Cândida Caffé, Chair of the Rio Branch
Legal Committee. Hats off, to all!

THE BRITISH SCHOOL
A teaser from Dave Williams on
The British School Urca play, which
runs Thursday 24 and Friday 25 of
November, at 7:30 pm. Tickets (R$20)
from dwilliams@britishschool.g12.br

“Breakout - set in the near future,
in a world where all music has been
banned a group of the world’s best
female singers find themselves locked
away from the world. Their minds
controlled by a powerful drug, they
seem happy to sing to entertain their
captor to please her but… when a new
inmate arrives what, if anything, will
change?”

If you have lived in Brazil in the 1960s of
the last century, you have certainly been a
fan of “Bossa Nova” music! If you are a new
arrival, it is time to correct this and listen
to some of the music of that period, by
going to see “Garota de Ipanema, o Amor
é Bossa”. “Garota de Ipanema” (or “The Girl
from Ipanema” in English) is a very wellknown song by Vinicius de Moraes and
Tom Jobim, and has also been translated
into many other languages besides English.
It is certainly an icon from that period!
Now, the story of the famous girl has
become a musical! Although fictional, it
brings back a number of the songs from
the 1960s, mostly by Vinícius de Moraes
and Tom Jobim. However, in this musical
one also can hear works by Caetano Veloso,
Chico Buarque, Carlos Lyra, and Toquinho,
to mention just a few. Moreover, actors in
the show portray some of these musicians!
Here I quote Hilaire Belloc (1870-1953)
when he wrote: “It is the best of all trades,
to make songs, and the second best to sing
them.”
Thelma Guedes, in her first work for stage
theatre – she is a television writer - relates
the love story of Zeca, a young man from Rio
de Janeiro’s Southern Zone, and Deolinda,
nicknamed Dindi, who comes from Méier,
in the Northern Zone. Thelma Guedes
had as co-writers Alessandro Marson,
Maria Helena Alvim and Newton Cannito;
together they wrote a story that desires to
show some of the music, the beauty, the
swing and the charm of Rio de Janeiro. A
mixture of this made our “marvelous city”
into one of the most beloved in the entire
world!
As an introduction, let me give you a short
summary of the plot. Dindi goes from Méier
to Ipanema with the dream of meeting
Vinícius de Moraes and becoming a singer.
There she meets Zeca, a typical “carioca”
bohemian young man, an architect and
pseudo-musician living in Ipanema.
Their first meeting happens at the Beco
das Garrafas, a traditional bar in Rio de
Janeiro later known as the place where the
“bossa nova” began. (The bar also serves as
background for several scenes of the show.)
However, Dindi is married; and Zeca is
engaged to Lígia who is very jealous of him.

So, with all these (and other) complicated
love situations, spiced by songs, it is an
outstanding evening.
“Garota de Ipanema, o Amor é Bossa” has
excellent direction by the very talented
Gustavo Gasparani, who has dedicated
most of his career to productions involving
the history of Brazilian music. The most
recent ones were “Samba Futebol Clube”
(reviewed in “The Umbrella” in November
2014), and “Gilberto Gil, Aquele Abraço – o
Musical” (reviewed in “The Umbrella” in
August/September 2016), plus “SamBRA, o
Musical – 100 Anos de Samba”. Once again,
Gasparani has brought us a most charming
musical. Delia Fischer is responsible for
musical direction, under the supervision of
Roberto Menescal, who selected the songs
that are part of the show.
Letícia Persiles and Thiago Fragoso play
the leading roles, and are both very good.
However, I would like to make a special
mention of Cláudio Lins portrayal of
“Steve”, an American who arrives in Rio
and falls in love with the city, its music and
its people!
“Garota de Ipanema, o Amor é Bossa”
plays at the Teatro Riachuelo Rio, Rua do
Passeio, 38/40, Cinelândia, downtown Rio
de Janeiro. It is a brand new theatre, or
rather, a place that has just reopened as
such, after extensive remodeling starting
in 2013. Located where the old Cinema
Palácio formerly was, it has now become a
cultural centre. The building itself, housing
what today is the Teatro Riachuelo Rio,
dates back to 1890! There, starting in 1901
there were 107 uninterrupted years of film
exhibitions, a record unsurpassed in Brazil
– or perhaps in the entire world!

Although the theatre has been modernized,
some of the Cinema Palácio features
remain, such as the long, wide entrance hall
leading to the theater, with photographs of
famous films and film stars from days gone
by. The theatre seats 1,000 people; there are
a large number of dressing rooms for the
actors and a rehearsal room. Everything
very modern and comfortable!
“Garota de Ipanema, o Amor é Bossa”
plays on Thursdays through Sundays.
Prices of tickets vary from R$50 (fifty
reais) to R$110 (one hundred ten reais)
on Thursdays and Fridays; and from
R$50 (fifty reais) to R$140 (one hundred
forty reais) on Saturdays and Sundays.
Performances take place at 8pm from
Thursday to Saturday; and at 4:30pm on
Sundays. Tickets are available through the
site www.teatroriachuelorio.com.br, or at
the box office itself from 12 pm to 8 pm
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and from
12 pm until one hour before the show
starts on performance evenings. There no
age restrictions. The musical lasts for two
hours (with a fifteen minute interval).
As to parking, it had been announced
that there would be parking next door,
but it was not ready when I saw the play,
so I am unable to give you any details.
However, there is the Cinelândia Metro
Station almost next door, and there are
always plenty of taxis when the show
is over. This musical has been running
since the second half of August, and is
scheduled to finish performances on
November 27.
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator, and Vice-President of the Instituto
Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.
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Meet the true Olympians touching the lives of Rio’s children

NAN CARIOCA

Most voted chimp

Kevin Garside for inews.co.uk

Worthy Causes

Wouldn’t you know it? Rio loves a good
joke. Moreover, one has even made it
into the Guinness book of world records:
Tião received 400,000 votes in Rio’s 1988
election for mayor. Moreover, he has been
honored with a life size statue at the Rio
Zoo in Quinta da Boa Vista.

Keep your arms and elbows in, was the
advice, and good advice, too, but the
gap was not necessarily the challenge.
That would be the descents and climbs
up and down steps, over cobbles and
potholes, negotiating 90 degree turns
in the wet. An inch the wrong side of
providence and we were all goners.
This is how they roll, these two-wheeled
transport jockeys of Penha, licensed to
carry gringos deep into Rio’s unloved
hinterland on motorbikes. It was 24
hours after the closing ceremony,
though it has to be said most in this
hood had no inkling the Games had
opened or closed.
Unloved bairro
A few were taken to the Olympic
Park, and they were thrilled to be
there. Beyond that, the Games did
not penetrate this desperate barrio in
the poor northern suburbs, home to
120,000 unofficial souls.
The road system allows the visitor
limited access to the periphery of
the vast, ad-hoc habitats, but no one
reaches the inner Caracol without a
pass. Olympic credentials mean zip
here. It is a ticketless system managed
by the gang leaders. A nod in the right
direction and in you go.
My notional ticket was stamped by
Street Child United, a charity registered
in London dedicated to making a
difference through sport. Sounds easy,
right? A bunch of liberal do-gooders
turning up, donating bibs, cones and
goalkeeping gloves.
Don’t get me wrong. The kids love
the kit, but they love the attention
more. That someone from outside
their invisible, miserable milieu cares
enough to poke a head through the
door and ask how they are, relieves
their sense of abandonment at a stroke.
Favela society
Just one, white face with a smile
and a handshake is worth a million
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NAN HIRSCH

There are some random travellers in
Complexo da Penha lucky to be alive.
The risk they faced was not a stray bullet
underscoring some bleak drug exchange
but me coming at them at dusk on the
back of a motorcycle through gaps
between houses not a metre wide.

free footballs. They can nick a ball
whenever they choose from the posh
kids downtown. It’s the love that counts
and there is a lot of that in the hearts
of the Street Child United community.
The charity negotiates direct with
gang members, shadowy figures
who control the interface between
the world outside and favela society.
You shouldn’t imagine these types
to be Vin Diesel-esque characters
of Hollywood lore, bling-ed up and
toting Kalashnikovs.
Think more artful dodgers; diminutive,
undernourished, gimlet eyed, urchins
screened by oversized hoodies. There is
nothing remotely romantic about this
hard, unforgiving pitch.
Street Child guarantees a safe space
for kids living on life’s ragged edge.
Adriano grew up here, his good
fortune, if that is the right word, was
to dwell in a shack close to the only
available unused space in Penha. Now,
with the help of Chevrolet, there is a
dedicated astroturf facility cut into the
side of a hill, fenced and floodlit.
Drugs trade
Daily coaching sessions keep the kids
coming back. Games are supervised
by trained coaches. The kids, some of
whom are inevitably lost to the drugs
trade and related criminality, pay
absolute respect to the scheme’s codes.
They wait their turn, respond to the
whistle, don’t diss the ref, and celebrate
goals like Neymar.
Most play barefoot, some in flip-flops,
some in stocking feet and the odd
superstar in trainers. Two girls wore

Manchester United shirts. Through
the Street Child United scheme a
couple had been to Britain, stayed in
Cambridge and visited Old Trafford.
The biggest club in Rio, Flamengo,
is roughly on the scale of Stockport
County, so you can see how a trip to
United might blow them away, not to
mention a punt along the Cam.
Their connectivity to Street Child
United is akin to a knock on the door
from the National Lottery with a
cheque for a bundle of notes. The kids
who attend create their own sense of
family. They are joined in spirit and
hope. Many of the coaches were just
like them.
Drika, who captained Brazil to glory in
the 2014 Street Child World Cup, was
in the thick of the coaching exhibition
that attended our visit. Through her
involvement, Drika has not only
learned English, she has learned to look
outwards, to reach beyond the narrow
confines of the favela experience.
It is the through involvement of young
people like her that we begin to see a
way out for a country riven by division
and inequality, a solution from within
via meaningful engagement.
Powerful symbolism
The next target is to build a garden
around the pitch. The children will
grow plants and vegetables maintaining
the plot themselves. Again it’s not
about management of the local food
chain but the powerful symbolism of
taking control and engaging positively.
Even rotten fruit from this garden is
guaranteed to nourish.

It all started when humor magazine
Casseta Popular proposed the candidacy
of Macaco Tião for mayor as a protest
against the establishment. He was then
age 25, a beloved figure at the Zoo, over
five feet tall, a rebel and intelligent spirit,
jealous but gentle, who liked to play with
typewriters and telephones. However,
rumour had it that his preferred sport was
to use politicians and authorities as targets
for whatever he could put his hands on—
and that he was very accurate!
A carioca by birth, Tião – the name is a tribute to Rio’s patron
São Sebastião, whose day is celebrated in January when Tião was
born – wound up being the third most voted candidate for mayor
back in 1988. An informal poll on Facebook before the 2016
election showed a large preference for the chimpanzee as mayor,
notwithstanding his death many years ago. Thus it seems that the
only thing that prevented Rio’s population from voting for Tião
was the installation of electronic voting.

Even before Macaco Tião, another
celebrity occupied the pantheon of Rio
politics: Knick Knack, or better yet,
Cacareco. She (yes, she was female despite
the masculine name in Portuguese) was the
first rhinoceros born in Brazil, at the Rio
Zoo. When São Paulo was inaugurating its
owns brand new Zoo in 1958, Cacareco
was loaned to our rival neighbor and
became a main attraction. Her immediate
popularity led to her receiving the
most votes in an election for municipal
councilmember (vereador)! When the
time came for the rhinoceros to return
home, there was a great resistance among
the Paulistanos. They even launched a
campaign called “Knick Knack is ours!”,
but to no avail. Cacareco came back to
where she belonged. Unfortunately, her
kidneys soon failed her, at age 8. São
Paulo received permission to display her
remains at the state university Veterinary school.
Looking back, are we going to conclude that politics of old was
more fun than it is nowadays?

Rio’s most famous chimp died at 33, of advanced age and
complications from diabetes. Cesar Maia, then the city’s Mayor,
declared an official day of mourning.
continued from page 10
My guides this day, the people shining lights in the darkness, are
modern day saints. Take a bow Street Child United director Joe
Hewitt and project assistant, Luma Teixeira Dias, a 21-year-old
international relations student in Rio. Both believe absolutely in
the power of sport to impact positively and in the deep well of
human resource locked away in Rio’s favelas.
A round of applause also for the these sons and daughters of the
North East, Craig Robson (Newcastle), Courtney Tallentire and
Annabel Cottle (both Durham), who shared my mad motorcycle
romp through Penha.
Robson has been this way before as a volunteer in World Cup year.
He arrived with a big heart and no Portuguese. He departed six
months later fluent in the language and rich in lasting friendships.
The young women were rookies on tour and profoundly invested
in the idea of doing good through volunteering. To be touched
by people like this is to undergo a reboot of faith in humankind.
They are the real Olympians. Sport is at the centre of what they do.
And unlike the Olympic Games, Street Child United will be back
tomorrow.
This article first appeared in inews.com.uk, to whom we’d like to say
“thank you” for permission to reproduce.
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GOOD LISTENING

Listening to music – from 78s to Spotify
MARTIN HESTER

Our time is rich in change, and the way
we obtain music for listening has gone
through some major transformations over
the last 80 years or so. Although many of
us may feel reluctant to give up the LPs or
CDs which gave us so much pleasure, in
favour of unsubstantial digital files on the
computer, the latest major player in music
delivery – Spotify – offers a service which is
very interesting.

READ THE UMBRELLA ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
www.issuu.com/theumbrella

The major transformations
My first recollection of hearing a recording
of music goes back to putting a 78 rpm disc
on a smallish box with an acoustic horn,
winding it up by a handle on the side, and
placing a needle in the groove. I remember
listening to a Chopin Nocturne - scratchy
(you had to replace the needle every two
playings), poor quality – but absolute
magic. You were limited to 3 and a bit
minutes each side. (I discovered later that
before this there were recording cylinders
and piano rolls - long rolls of paper with
holes, which when put into a “player piano”
programmed which keys would play as the
mechanism was cranked - but the 78 was
the first player to become widely popular).
Electric-powered turntables and diamond
needles were an improvement, but the
78rpm records were breakable and easily
scratched. So, then came the smaller plastic
discs rotating at 45rpm, but keeping to the
pattern of songs lasting about 3 minutes –
on an A side and a B side. Very convenient
for ranking popularity for each piece of
music – top of the pops – something which
continues until now.
Then came the 12-inch long-play (LP)
records rotating at 33rpm, bringing with
them the concept of albums: 5 or 6 songs
on each side playing for about 20 minutes.
You had to buy the record to be able to
listen to it over and over again; this was a
time when the music industry could make
fortunes from recordings – more the record
companies than the artists, and more the
pop artists than classical.
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There were also tape recorders, which I
used more for personal recordings than
for reproducing music; although you could
get more listening time on tape, it was
inconvenient for picking one piece out of
a sequence, and much-played recordings
eventually lost quality. Thus for decades from the 50s to the 80s - singles and LPs
were the major way of obtaining music to

listen to repeatedly – though radio stations
continued their vital role of disseminating
music and artists.
The Sony Walkman began the mode of
portable music, providing a small and
convenient gadget to play cassette tapes
(called “K7” in Brazil for phonetic and
marketing reasons) while travelling, using
earphones. Then came the CD, supposedly
advantageous because of sound quality
(without surface noise, because they are
digital recordings) and because you can get
more time on a one-sided disc—70 minutes
or more. However, CDs posed a latent
threat to the recording companies, because
they are essentially masters, whereas with
LPs the master is a metal engraved disc
used for pressing the vinyl plastic. When
the copying of CDs became common in the
computer industry, recording companies
lost sales.
Impact of the Internet
However, this was not the major threat
brought by the revolution of personal
computers and the Internet to the music
industry. Sites such as Napster, Gnutella
and Kazaa offered free downloads of songs
to which they had no rights; the music
companies were unable to agree a common
standard for copy protection, and were
seeing their business undermined. The
situation was saved by the vision of Steve
Jobs and Apple: in 2001 they launched the
iPod, which enabled you to transfer from
your computer to a device up to 1000
songs which you already owned. They also
managed to persuade the record labels and

major artists to put their music into the
iTunes Store, from which individual songs
could be downloaded for 99 cents of a
dollar each.
Together with strong action against piracy,
this was sufficient to bring legitimacy back
to the ownership of music. The executives
involved imagined selling a million songs in
the six months after the iPod was launched;
instead, the iTunes Store sold a million
songs in six days. And Apple had become
a music company as well as a computer
company. Today the iTunes Store remains
a major purveyor of music, together with
Amazon, where you can buy online the
physical CD or capture songs by download.
And there are a host of other independent
music stores.
For listening to music for free, You Tube
has an amazing range of music available,
although it is primarily a site for streaming
video.
Spotify
The latest major player in the music delivery
business is Spotify, a Swedish company
which is a music and video streaming
service, providing protected content
from record labels and media companies.
Spotify’s “new” idea is to listen to the music,
not own it – although under the Premium
service, songs can be downloaded and
listened to offline, up to a limit.
Spotify has grown astonishingly fast
since it started in 2008, and in August
2016 is thought to have 40 million paying

subscribers worldwide, with 100 million
active users. In Brazil the paid service
costs R$14,90 per month (on your credit
card). Their library of songs is now up
to 30 million, with more content added
every day. The company is privately held
(headquartered in London) and is thought
still to be making a loss, while it develops
its service and expands – it is presently
available in the Americas, in Europe, and
Australasia.

Although I have used Spotify on the
desktop, I am told it is very effective on the
smartphone, on a variety of platforms, and
retains its ease of access and sound quality.
Being able to download and listen offline
means that you don’t always have to use up
a metered Internet connection (although
the download is erased after a time if you
don’t keep up your subscription).

For listeners

A playlist is a sequence of songs or pieces
of music which will play one after the
other. Spotify itself has many already made
up, classified by type of music, or mood. I
tried out the one classified in Mood as “As
músicas mais lindas do mundo”, which
started with Hey Jude, then Águas de Março,
Imagine, My Way – can’t quarrel with that!

It is easy to download and install the Spotify
software – on your desktop, or on your
smartphone, iPad, or whatever. Then if you
type into the Search box some keywords to
describe the music you want to hear (or the
artist) up comes a listing of songs for you to
choose: click to start and the music in great
quality starts playing, moving automatically
from one piece to another – per the Spotify
listing or your own playlist.
Naturally the quality depends on your
Internet connection, but I have not
experienced interrupted or delayed
streaming. I found it quite fascinating to try
out songs which I loved and hadn’t heard for
years! The search mechanism is remarkably
effective, and when I have tried it in Classical,
Jazz, Pop, Latin music and MPB it has so far
come up with everything I have asked for
(though in classical not necessarily from a
particular artist). Amazing!
You can use Spotify for free – the sound
is interrupted for advertisements every
few songs, and some of the choice is
restricted. If you pay R$14,90 a month
for the Premium service, there are no ads,
you have total access to their library, have
a higher quality of streaming (although
I couldn’t detect the difference) and can
download and play offline. You also help to
keep them in business!

Playlists

An interesting feature is that it is easy to
make your own playlist, which is then
available for you to run through whenever
you want – and you can make it available
to your Facebook friends if they have their
Spotify account linked to Facebook. Or
you can form a group of friends on Spotify
itself…

just $6 … hmm. As a result, some leading
artists refuse to release their music to
Spotify. But Spotify say they take a great
deal of trouble to help artists develop their
careers.
For lesser-known artists, the principal
advantage may be in making their work
available – to a potentially enormous
audience. They must record with a record
label which guarantees the author’s rights,
before Spotify will accept their music for
dissemination, thus ensuring legitimacy.
Apparently, there are a huge number of
Brazilian artists placing MPB on Spotify.
Spotify is not the only music-streaming
site, but due to its huge catalogue, ease of
use and richness of information, it looks set
to become a major force in the delivery of
music. Whether it will rival technological
revolutionaries like Google Search, Google
Maps, AirBnb, and Uber in shaking up a
whole sector remains to be seen.
In the meantime, why not register on the
Spotify site, find your favourites… and
Good Listening!

You can find out more about the artist who
is playing (and composer) by right-clicking
on the record cover (bottom left of your
screen) and choosing Go to Artist> About,
or Go to Album>About. Anything with a
link will bring you more information –
pictures, biography… pretty remarkable!
For performers
Spotify pays royalties to copyright holders;
apparently 70% of its revenues are used
for this purpose. There is no fixed rate
per streaming—it depends on the artist
and location—but the rights owner is said
to receive from US$ 0.006 to $ 0.008 per
streaming – that’s 1000 streamings to earn
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The British School: Another Royal Visit!

The British School

Just a month after the visit to The
British School by HRH Princess
Anne during the Olympics, which
was written up in last month’s edition
of The Umbrella, we received another
royal visit on 12th September – this
time from HRH The Earl of Wessex,
Prince Edward. The Earl is the Queen’s
youngest son and was visiting Rio de
Janeiro during the Paralympics Games.
Prince Edward represents The Duke
of Edinburgh’s International Award
programme, set up by his father, Prince
Philip, and he took the opportunity to
visit The British School to be part of
an award ceremony for our Urca and
Barra students.
The ceremony was organised in the
new multi-purpose hall of the Barra
Site and the Earl was greeted by 60
of our Class 4 students upon arrival,
as well as by an audience of over 200
parents, students, staff and guests.
HM British Consul General, Jonathan
Dunn, presented 11 of our students
with Bronze Awards and 1 student
with a Silver Award. Our Gold Award
recipient and TBS alumni, Ricardo
Augusto de Oliveira, received his
certificate from Prince Edward.
Interestingly, The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award has been
promoted with young people across
nine states in Brazil through Mérito
Juvenil Internacional no Brasil. This
programme encourages less fortunate
young people to benefit from the very
positive experiences of undertaking
The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award, which gives them confidence,
aspirations and a new direction to
life. The British School invited 21
participants and their leaders from

HM Consul General Jonathan Dunn, HRH The Earl of Wessex
Prince Edward, and TBS Chairman of the Board, Chris McLauchlan

the states of Minas Gerais and Espirito
Santo to travel to Rio de Janeiro by
coach on the Sunday preceding the
Award Ceremony. The group camped
out in the Old Gym at the Barra
Site and were ready to receive their
Gold Awards from Prince Edward
on Monday morning. This group of
impressive young people had clearly
gained much from their experiences of
the Award programme and were very
grateful for the opportunity to visit
The British School and meet Prince
Edward. They also appreciated the
school’s facilities and catering!
In his closing speech, Prince Edward
congratulated The British School
and Mérito Brasil recipients and
emphasised the compassion and
determination required to achieve
their honours. It is interesting to
note that these qualities are two of
our school’s recently defined Core
Values. Certainly TBS is proud
The Earl of Wessex with proud Gold Award winners

to participate in The Duke of
Edinburgh’s International Award and
we feel the programme is invaluable
in contributing to the personal
development of our students.
One of our special guests at the
ceremony was Wagner Victer, Secretary
of Education of the State of Rio de
Janeiro. It was an honour to receive Mr
Victer on his first visit to our school
and for him to gain an insight into our
school’s activities and facilities.
I would particularly like to thank
Sara Pont, our TBS whole-school
Coordinator of The Duke of
Edinburgh’s International Award
programme. Sara has tirelessly
developed this programme across
all 3 sites of our school over the past
few years, participating in many of
the activities and expeditions herself.
Sara was instrumental in organising
the recent Award Ceremony involving
the Earl of Wessex, our students
and Mérito Brasil, and we very
much appreciate her dedication and
commitment to our students.
I would also like to congratulate:
David Clarke, (Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award Regional Officer
for the Americas); João Henrique
Rebello, (National General Director
of NAO Associação Mérito Brasil);
and André Luiz Gonçalves Videira,
(Brazil Award Development Officer),
for their support in arranging this
joint initiative. Certainly, we are
hopeful of a continued relationship
between our school and Mérito
Brasil.
John Nixon MBE
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THE TRIUMPH OF THOUGHT

Modern Art

We recently had the chance to see
three major art exhibitions in Rio de
Janeiro: Picasso at Caixa Cultural; The
Triumph of Color, and Mondrian and
the Stijl Movement --both at CCBB.
The Triumph of Color featuring PostImpressionists, closed on the 17th of
October, but the other two continue
through November.
Below: two different chairs designed during
the Stijl movement in Holland and a painting by
Mondrian

We a re lu c k y
to have such
c u l t u r a l
dimension
in
this city. And we
are lucky to have
it for free. In most worldly cities,
tickets range up to $25 dollars per
person.

The Rua da Gamboa has been closed for roadworks now
for over a year. Meanwhile the English Cemetery has had
to operate normally, conduct burials, prepare and maintain
graves, dispatch trash, etc. Moreover, thanks to being listed
under Rio’s Historic and Cultural Heritage and being located
within the territorial limits of the “Porto Maravilha”, the
Cemetery must attend to all the demands of the various
government agencies that feel they need to be satisfied that
the cemetery is obeying municipal regulations, is geologically
stable, environmentally licensed, properly drained, and
landscaped in a manner similar to British cemeteries
elsewhere, remaining visually unchanged in appearance
since it was listed. This after providing an uninterrupted
service for 205 years not only to the British community, but
to people of many other nationalities, including of course
Brazilians!

What is interesting about both the
Mondrian show and the Picasso show
is the depth of the presentation. In the
case of Picasso, the exhibit is narrow
but deep. In the case of Mondrian it is
detailed and wide. Plus, all these shows
are in English as well as Portuguese, so
you don’t feel like a fish out water.

We are currently working with Rio Águas (drainage),
GEORIO (stability), SMAC (environmental license), and
INEPAC (Institute Estadual de Patrimônio Cultural),
but here I shall concentrate on the Landscape Project –
recommended by INEPAC, and contracted to EMBYÁ —
Paisagens & Ecossistemas. Their 54-page report in A3 size
is available for viewing in the British Burial Fund office,
next to the Christ Church office. To coordinate all these
projects, we contracted Architect Jorge Vasconcelos, of the
engineering firm Tektos, who also coordinates the RG99
projects for the BCS.

The Picasso show chronicles all his
major periods, including the first
painting he ever did as a young man
(conventional but good). The nice part
is that the exhibit lets us experience all
of the innovations and permutations
of one man. The bad part is that the
exhibit is almost entirely composed of
secondary material, and lacking any
masterpieces.
There are a few good paintings there,
but a lot of the stuff is small and
sketchy—for instance actual sketches
done in preparation for masterworks
like Guernica or Mademoiselles
D’avignon.
I don’t know why there are so few
large works or masterpieces (maybe
insurance rates are too high, or the
works are already on loan to other
museums around the world.)
Nevertheless, the show shines in its
intimacy. The sketches and small
works take you closer to Pablo in a
way that a WOW painting cannot. A
masterpiece leaves you slack jawed, but
it’s hard to feel close to it. Sometimes,
security physically keeps the viewer at
a distance.
The Mondrian show is great in the way
it presents the Stijl movement, which
was also responsible for architecture
and design innovations, many of them
in use to this day. Example: the pictured
chairs. This is Holland’s single greatest
contribution to 20th century thought
practices and many of the design ideas
continue to influence architecture,
interior design, furniture and art.
As a counterpoint to the Picasso oneman show, the Stijl movement chronicles
many of Mondrian’s contemporaries,
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NEWS FROM GAMBOA

Above: two Picasso works from different periods

The Landscape Project – already approved by INEPAC and
now in the implementation stage – basically recommends
more green and less concrete, returning to the original

A major item in the project is the trees. As those who know
the cemetery will remember, there are lots of them. In recent
years, there have been many falls, in storms or high winds,
and gravestones have been damaged. The study showed that
the “senna” or acacia tree is the main culprit, and many must
be removed. In their place, and to fill other gaps, around 50
new trees will be planted, all especially chosen for their size,
root structure and appearance – many of them flowering.
Access to the cemetery has improved, and it can now
be reached by heading to the Central railway station on
Av. Presidente Vargas (best by taxi as parking is still not
available). From there you have the option of taking the
Teleférico cable car over the top of the Morro da Providência
to the Rua da Gamboa, or going through the tunnel and
turning left. It can also be reached from the Rodoviária,
where the nearest landmark is the Cidade do Samba.

and their contributions to modernity.
The show is detailed, well-spaced and
wide reaching. We come away really
understanding the breadth of the
movement and its influence on our
lives.
Thus we get to the triumph of thought:
the artists’ thoughts and the exhibitors’
thoughts. See both shows together.
They are great bookends.
Peter Taborr
(Palashevsky)
straddles the
creative and
business world:
he was on the
board of the
Museum of
Contemporary
Art of Chicago,
held marketing
positions in
a number of
industries,
and is an artist
himself. He has two major exhibits in
the works for 2017. Peter is a graduate
of Cornell University in art and
architecture, and has an MBA from
Loyola Marymount University in Los
Angeles in international business.

paving for the pathways, which is called “pé-de-moleque”
and is a form of crazy paving used in Brazil in colonial times.
It was originally stones set in sand, difficult to walk on, so
we hope to modernize the historical and make it visually
pleasant and comfortable to walk on. Some of the mosaic
paving that has been laid in recent decades will be replaced
by grass or other ground covering. Great care will be taken
to maintain structural integrity.

There will be a memorial service in the cemetery chapel on
November 2 at 11am (Finados or All Souls Day), where Rev
Alex Cacouris will welcome all who wish to remember loved
ones.
Christopher George Hieatt

Letter to the Editor
Dear Umbrella,
I was lucky enough to be at the SAS ceilidh at Teresopolis Golf Club
a couple of weeks ago. One of the attractions was the Brazilian pipe
band from São Gonçalo. They are excellent. The sound of bagpipes
accompanied by a Brazilian rhythm on the snares is fantastic. They
should record a CD, get a catchy name like the “Red Hot Chilli Pipers”
did and away they’d go.
I’ll give them “The Skirl from Ipanema” for free.

DEADLINE
Please note that
the deadline for the
November 2016 edition is:
Monday,
November 21st.

Adam Reid
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The only authentic
Thai restaurant
in Rio!

NOVEMBER
01 Tue.: AmSoc Halloween Happy Hour
02 Wed.: Holiday. All Souls’ Day
02 Wed.: Th
 anksgiving and Remembrance at Gamboa
Cemetery
04 Fri.: Beatles Choir - Olho da Rua, Rua Bambina 6

08 Tue.: US Election Night View Party, J.W.Marriott
13 Sun.: Remembrance Day Service, Christ Church

All credit cards accepted
Reservations and delivery:

21 2259-2962

15 Tues.: Holiday. Proclamation of the Republic
20 Sun.: Black Conscience Day
24 Thu.: AmSoc Thanksgiving J.W.Marriott

Rua Rainha Guilhermina 95B - Leblon
Open Mondays from 7pm to Midnight
Tuesdays to Thursdays from 12pm to Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays from 12pm to 1 am
Sundays from 12 pm to 10:30 pm
e-mail: namthai@namthai.com.br
www.namthai.com.br

Calendar

06 Sun.: USA Daylight Savings Time ends

24 - 25: British School Urca Play “Breakout”
26 Sat.: SAS vs. MOGA golf, Búzios
30 Wed.: Japeri Fundraiser at Gávea Golf

DECEMBER
02-04: Carioca Cricket Tour to Lima, Peru
03 Sat.: WDA Christmas Bazaar, Jubilee Hall, 2 pm.

Condé Clinic

Women’s Healthcare Center
Obstetrics • Gynecology • Vaccine center
Medical, nutritional, physiotherapy services
Tests • Preventive care
Shopping Cassino Atlântico, Copacabana
phones: +55 21 3802-6331 / 99934-6331
www.clinicaconde.com.br

10 Sat.: BCS Christmas Party
21 Wed.: TBS Last day of Term 2
25 Sun.: Christmas Day

John P. Woodall

“Jack”

13/01/1935 — 24/10/2016
PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH TEACHER
LUIZ SOUZA

QUALIFIED MA IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS. CLASSES AT YOUR
PLACE OR WORK - PHONE +55 (21) 987376899 OR EMAIL:
SOUZA.LUIZ1963@GMAIL.COM

PSYCHOTHERAPY

VIVIANE RICHARDSON

Clinical Psychologist. Experience with expatS
and cross-cultural issues.
Lived many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA.
Practice at Botafogo - Rua Voluntários da PáTria 190.
Appointment by phone +55 (21) 99966.9494
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

May he rest in peace
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